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Nell Casey on Spalding Gray | The Rosie Show | Oprah Winfrey Network Spalding Gray was an actor, playwright, screenwriter and—many say—a genius. Watch as Rosie talks to author Nell Casey about

Spalding Gray in "Drunks" - A masterclass in acting. Great monologue from the film 'Drunks'. Check out the movie http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0112907/

Spalding Gray: Terrors of Pleasure I do not own the rights to this long out-of-print, 1988 HBO special in which Spalding Gray delivers his monologue Terrors of


What New York Does to You From "Swimming to Cambodia," an amazing movie you should most certainly buy!

And Everything Going Fine (2010) And Everything Is Going Fine is a 2010 documentary film directed by Steven Soderbergh about the life of monologist Spalding

Swimming to Cambodia - The Soldier on the Train (Spalding Gray) Spalding Gray tells a story from the film Swimming to Cambodia (1987) directed by Jonathan Demme. One of my favorite scenes


Spalding Gray segment from Swimming to Cambodia (1987) Spalding Gray on money, sharks and Ivan.

Documentary Now! | Parker Gail vs. Spalding Gray | IFC It's the battle of the monologists. Parker Gail (Bill Hader) and Spalding Gray take on Foreign Accents, Visual Aids, He said/He said,

Spalding Gray interview (1997) Actor and author Spalding Gray on his monologue turned book, "It's a Slippery Slope." »»????? See more on the Authors

Spalding Gray Segment From Swimming To Cambodia (On Cold War Soldier) Full video w/ interview to be uploaded someday from U-Matic. For more information visit: http://Facebook.com/Videowave.

It's a Slippery Slope Spalding Gray's monologue about life, love, and turning right on skis.

Vomiting in the sand - Swimming to Cambodia "I'm dying, that's what's wrong!" Spalding Gray tells about an intense experience involving sandcastle corpses and puking into

Spalding Gray Explains Modern Life An excerpt from the film "True Stories" (1986) written and directed by David Byrne. Spalding explains the merging of work and life

The Robin Williams-Spalding Gray Spectrum Director, Davis McCallum, talks about the spectrum of performance styles used in Namaste Man, written and performed by Andrew

Life Interrupted by Spalding Gray--Audiobook Excerpt Listen to an audio excerpt from Spalding Gray's audiobook Life Interrupted: The Unfinished Monologue, narrated by actor and